Currently, geospatial datasets are produced in various models and formats in accordance with the spatial scale of the real world such as ground/ surface/underground or indoor/outdoor. The location-based services application also uses the optimal data model and format for each purpose. Therefore, there are various geospatial dataset for representing features of the same space. Various geospatial data on same object cause problems with the financial problems and the suitability of the data. In the paper, we reviewed how to integrate existing geospatial data to utilize geospatial data constructed in different models and formats. There are four main ways to fuse existing geospatial information. The existing geospatial data fusion methods consist of a method through geometry data conversion, a method through the aspect of visualization, a method based on attribute data, and a method using topological relationships. Based on this review, we defined a geospatial data fusion method on topological relationships, which is a method considering topological relationship between geospatial objects. In this method, the topological relationship of objects uses the basic concept of IndoorGML.
INTRODUCTION
The real world consists of a combination of geographic objects, which is an object connected to on space. However geospatial dataset is constructed and used individually according to the space scale of the real world such as ground / surface / underground or indoor / outdoor according to the purpose of geospatial dataset used for location-based services, as seen in Figure 1 . In addition, geospatial data has problems that occurs in various data formats, the connectivity of two-dimensional and threedimensional data, and consistency representation in geometric and topological data. In order to provide seamless LBSs between indoor and outdoor spaces, one of the most important requirements is to connect indoor to outdoor spaces . In general, while geographical features in outdoor space have been represented as two-dimensional objects, spatial entities in micro built-environments such as buildings have been represented as 3D objects in BIM or CityGML datasets. These two-dimensional and three-dimensional geospatial data use various data models and formats depending on the generation method. According to the purpose of the LBSs, as the indoor geospatial data and the outdoor geospatial data are constructed, managed, and utilized, problems arises in the operation of the geospatial system, compatibility of the geospatial data and connectivity.
In order to solve these problems, researches have been conducted to fuse geospatial data generated by various construction methods and data models (M. Gunduz et al. 2016) . As the developed methods to improve the interoperability and the compatibility of data by combining the spatial data and the data of different formats, there are four approaches including a data fusion method using geometric data conversion, a method through the aspect of visualization, a data fusion method based on attribute data, and recently proposed geospatial data fusion methods based on topological relations of spatial objects. In the following section, we describe the existing spatial data fusion methods. And we present the proposed geospatial data fusion method using topological relations between geospatial object based on IndoorGML.
DEFINING GEOSPATIAL DATA FUSION METHODS BASED ON TOPOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS
Conventional geospatial data has limitations such as various formats and lack of connectivity between object. To solve the limitations, geospatial data fusion method has been studied. The existing geospatial data fusion research was conducted in three ways.
The first geospatial data fusion method is data fusion method through geometric data transformation. Data fusion method through geometric data transformation is actively studied for exchanging BIM data and CityGML dataset (Tang et al. 2015) . As shown in Figure 2 , CityGML data and BIM data is international standard data model to manage and utilize indoor and outdoor geospatial data. Research for the conversion of information between two standards is continuing to manage and utilize indoor geospatial data. This method can visually represent different geospatial dataset in one application system. However, it is necessary to analyse the object of geospatial data and correspond to the target data. There are also geospatial dataset that can't be converted, such as image data.
Secondly, there is a data fusion method through the aspect of visualization. The model representing the space visualizes other data in one application system. For example, V-world that is represent as an open space information system in Korea, digital elevation model and orthographic image to visually link ground geospatial and indoor geospatial data. This method is very useful in applications because it is visually linked. However, the visualization side method requires precise coordinate information of the geometric objects. Geometry objects should also be represented in the same coordinate system. If these conditions are not met, the topological relationship of the objects is unknown.
The third approach is a data fusion method based on attribute data. This method associates the attribute information of the object with another dataset using a primary key. Each object must have the same coordinate system and attribute values of the same attribute field. Objects must also be spatially close together (Yu et al. 2014) . The method based on attribute data can fuse various information through connection of each attribute data. On the other hand, if objects do not have the same coordinate system and are not close to each other in space, they can't be fused.
Finally, there is a data fusion method based on topological relationships among spatial entities. This method is a method of merging data by connecting topological relationship data models of different data sets. The Topological Relation Method (TRM) has been proposed using topological relationships between spatial objects to directly use various geometric data generated by different data models for indoor spatial location services . As shown Figure 4 , data fusion between IFC and CityGML, which are different data formats, was performed by using topological representations using a Node-Link graph (Ihab et al. 2011 ). The same type of networked-based topological representations utilizing node-link graphs are generated from the two geometry models by defining the topology data generation procedure and necessary attribute information for each geometry model. As shown Figure 5 , IndoorGML proposed an additional element for connecting indoor and outdoor spaces, which is presented as an anchor node concept. In all indoor spaces, there is an entrance for outdoor use, which is used as anchor node to connect indoor and outdoor (OGC, IndoorGML v1.0, 2014). In this way, the developed methods for fusing geospatial data are composite methods through geometric data transformation, methods based on attribute data, method based on topological relationships among spatial entities. However, the data fusion methods with geometric transformation requires the relationship of the object data and target data. The method based on attribute data has limitation that can't represent a topological relationship between objects without accurate geometric information. The data fusion method based on topological relationship models for connecting indoor and outdoor using AnchorNode proposed by IndoorGML was presented in the conceptual level, whose model has limitations in implementing a practical integrated system to provide seamless LBS services in real world.
CONCLUSION
The geospatial dataset is constructed in the same way as the real world such as ground / surface / underground or indoor / outdoor. These geospatial dataset are composed of various models and formats according to the space scale and the purpose of geospatial data used for location-based services. To solve this problem, we reviewed the method of merging existing geospatial data.
The existing geospatial data fusion methods consist of a method through geometric data conversion, a method through the aspect of visualization, a method based on attribute data, and a method using topological relationships. The method through geometric data conversion can represent different geospatial information dataset in one application system. However, the conversion data needs to be associated with the format of the target data and conversion such as image data is sometimes impossible. The method though aspect of visualization is useful in application. However, this method needs precise coordinate information of geometric objects to know the topological relationships of objects. The method based on attribute data can fuse various information through connection using the primary key, but it can not represent relation between objects without accurate geometric information. The method based on topological relationship among spatial entities can fuse geospatial data without conversion of original data. However, the topological relationship between indoor and outdoor remains at a conceptual level.
